In the Pd-catalyzed cross-coupling reactions, the PdL 2 complexes with the bulky and electron-rich L ligands (phosphines, NHCs, etc) are important compounds as a Pd (0) (L) nprecusor.
In the Pd-catalyzed cross-coupling reactions, the PdL 2 complexes with the bulky and electron-rich L ligands (phosphines, NHCs, etc) are important compounds as a Pd (0) (L) nprecusor. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] The catalytic activity of Pd (0) (L) n -precusors was influenced by the electronic property of the strong σ-donor and the steric effect of the bulky L ligands. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] Due to the electron-transfer from the strong σ-donor L ligand to Pd, the oxidation state of Pd in the neutral [Pd (0) L n X] catalysts is zerovalent. [1] [2] [3] In some X-ray crystallography results, 9,10 the Pd( [9] By the electronegativity of Cl, the electron density of the tridentate transfers toward the transCl ligand through the Pd II center. The large lobe of the soft A site repulsively interacts with the increased lobe of 4d z 2-orbital. Therefore, the repulsion between two orbitals took place, and the Pd II center lies slightly below the mean plane (B 2 PdCl 2 ). As shown in Table 1 , the distance between the Pd II center and the third A site increases slightly. The relative energy of endo-Pd( [9] aneNPN)Cl 2 is lower than that of endo-Pd([9]aneN 2 P)Cl 2 , and the Pd complexes of the exotype are more stable than that of the endo-type.
In
, the electron density of HOMO of the A site and the 4d z 2-orbital are enlarged by the electronegativity of the A site and the donocity of PH 3 . Because of the electronic repulsion between the increased σ-orbital and the filled d z 2-orbital, the lobe size of the d z 2-orbital is not symmetric. Therefore, the potential energy of the A site increases, and the large σ-lobe of the A site is energetically close to the highly unoccupied 3a 1g -orbital of PdL 2 . As a result, the strong apical (soft A…Pd II ) interaction between the axially soft A site and the Pd center occurred potentially. The Pd II center lies slightly above the mean plane. The , no lobes of the HOMO were found at the Pd center. Therefore, the repulsive interaction between two orbitals does not take place, and mean planes of the Pd complexes are flat.
By the experimental results, of the multidentate ([9]aneA 2 B) ligand. In the ligand exchange processes of Pd complexes, 11-14 the mechanisms for the reactions were described by two models such as (H 2 O… d z 2-orbital) and (OH 2 …d z 2-orbital). However, the former (H 2 O…d z 2-orbital) interaction is rarely formed because of electrostatic repulsions. Meanwhile, the [Pd( [9] 
3+ complexes with tridentate ligands does not have an apical (soft A…Pd II ) interaction and the third apical N-site directed to the outer of coordination plane in range of 2.982-3.499 Å.
Why does the change of the geometric configuration from the vertical ligand to equatorial direction occur? The equatorial (soft P…Pd II ) bond is stronger than that of the axial (hard N…Pd II ) interaction. The soft P sites of [9] aneN 2 P coordinates preferentially to the Pd center at the equatorial direction than the hard atoms (N). As shown in Table 1 Figure 2 . In [Pd( [9] ane-
2+ , the 3a 1g -orbital plays an important role as a bridge for pentacoordinate PdL 5 intermediates. Via the bridged 3a 1g -orbital, a pentacoordinate [Pd( [9] aneB 2 A)-
2+ structure with an axially strong (soft A-Pd) bond was formed as a local minimum for the path: (d)→(b). To create a more energetically stable structure, the axial (soft A }. The interconversion of the two geometries occurred in a simple way via the lower potential energy barrier. As a result, the unusual stereochemistry of square planar Pd complexes may be influenced greatly by the relatively stable geometric rearrangement using strongly apical (soft A…Pd II ) interaction. In conculsion, we investigated the uncommon structures and relative stabilities of the Pd([9]aneB 2 A)L 2 complexes. The coordination bond of the soft A site to the 4d x 2 -y 2 orbital in the equatorial direction was more preferential than that of the hard B site. In [Pd( [9] 
2+ , the repulsion between the large σ-lobe of the axial A site and the filled 4d z 2-orbital was strong, and simultaneously, the potential energy of the A site increased. The increased a 1g -orbital (enrich electron density) of the axial A site could be shared with the unoccupied 3a 1g -orbital of PdL 2 . Therefore, the pentacoordinate [Pd( [9] 
